Unit
1 One of the gang

Page
6–7

Grammar

Vocabulary

Reading

Present Simple and Present Continuous  

Clubs, societies and organisations

A leaflet about freshers’ week
at a UK university
Listening skills: Listening
effectively; A radio discussion
about teenagers’ lifestyles

8–9
10–11
12–13
Exams link Social
life; People
2 Keep in touch

14–15

Phrasal verbs
Reflexive pronouns; each other
Order of adjectives
Verbs in brackets p.6

Clothes and accessories
Adjectives describing clothes

Present Perfect Simple and  
Present Perfect Continuous

16–17

Computers and mobile phones

18–19

Phrasal verbs

20–21
Exams link Science
and technology

3 Outside the law?

An article about two gangs of
young people
Extracts from an article about
young people
Matching p.11
Multiple choice p.11
A webpage from a social
networking site
  

Exams Revision 1 | Units 1 and 2
Past Simple, Past Continuous,
Past Perfect

26–27
28–29

used to and would

4 His and hers

32–33

Sentence transformations p.25
Verbs in brackets p.25

Cloze p.29

True/False p.27

Modals of possibility, ability, prohibition
and obligation

Personality adjectives

A cartoon strip about how men
and women are different
An article about colour coding
and upbringing

34–35

Growing up and stages of life

36–37

Personality and behaviour; Household chores
Dictionary skills: Synonyms
Types of education

38–39

Exams link People,
Verbs in brackets p.33
family and social life;				
School
40–41
Exams Revision 2 | Units 3 and 4
5 What a disaster!
42–43
Future predictions
Adverbs of probability		
44–45
Pollution
Phrasal verbs
46–47
Future: plans, intentions, arrangements,
decisions
48–49
Natural disasters   
Exams link Natural
environment;
Technology
6 Animal magic

Sentence transformations p.43
Verbs in brackets p.47
50–51

Zero, First and Second Conditionals
If and when clauses

52–53
54–55

Exams link Natural
environment

Verbs in brackets p.51
58–59

2

Personality adjectives
Personality adjectives
Animal categories

56–57

Exams Revision 3 | Units 5 and 6

A conversation at a shop
A conversation about
problems with a mobile phone

Completing notes p.17

A description of
a person

Describing a photo p.8
Talking about using computers
and social networking sites
Speak Out: Being polite
(indirect questions)

Describing a photo p.16
Roleplay p.16

Writing skills: A personal
letter
A personal letter p.21

An anecdote
A discussion on downloading
music for free
Multiple choice p.30
Matching p.31
A conversation about male  
and female roles

A letter to an editor about
single sex schools
Matching p.34
Matching p.36
True/False p.34		
Predictions about the future of  
civilisation
An article about plastic waste  
		
A leaflet about an ecology  
School excursion to an
exhibition
ecology exhibition
A student practising giving
a presentation
True/False p.44
Completing notes p.46
True/False p.48

A for-and-against essay about
zoos
Multiple choice p.52

Talking about belonging to
organisations
Speak Out: Agreeing and
disagreeing

Talking about anti-social
behaviour
Sharing opinions on creative
punishments

How girls and boys are
treated differently

An article about pets’ views of
humans
An article about the octopus  

Writing

Talking about mobile phones
and communication
  

An article about creative
punishments
Childhood anecdotes  

30–31
Exams link Country
and society (crime)

Matching p.8
True/False p.8

A bank robbery
The courtroom
Law and punishment
Crimes and justice; Criminals
Anti-social behaviour

Speaking

Discussing opinions about
conflict solving
Describing clothes and fashion

An article about new mobile
phone technology
Reading skills: Reading effectively
Personal letters
Matching pp.18, 21

22–23
24–25

Listening

Interview with a zoo keeper
Listening skills: Taking notes
A radio phone-in programme
with a vet
True/False p.52
Multiple choice p.54
Completing notes p.54

Speak Out: Giving and
justifying opinions
Roleplay p.25
Describing a photo p.27
Making recommendations p.29
Talking about rules and
obligations
Speak Out: Permission

Describing photos p.36
Roleplay p.37

A description of a
person
Writing skills: A letter  
to an editor
A letter to an editor
p.39

Making predictions
Discussing ways to help the
environment				
Planning a school excursion
Speak Out: Giving presentations

A leaflet

Describing a photo p.44
Presentation p.49

Speak Out: Advice

Describing a photo pp.55, 56
Making recommendations p.55

Writing skills: A for-andagainst essay
A for-and-against
essay p.57
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Unit

Page

7 Nobody’s perfect

60–61

Grammar

Vocabulary

Reading

Reported speech: statements,
time expressions

Reporting verbs

An article about an accident

Work
Education

An article about a young man’s
career history

62–63
			
64–65
Reported speech: questions and
imperatives
66–67
Exams link Work;
School
8 Getting away

The Passive
Types of sports and sports equipment
Travelling by plane
At the airport
Collocations
Cities and geographical features
Adjectives describing places and atmosphere

74–75
Exams link Travel;
Home; Sport  

9 Feelings

Exams link People;
Health
10 True art

76–77
78–79

Verbs in brackets p.69
Multiple choice p.69
Exams Revision 4 | Units 7 and 8
Third Conditional

80–81

  

82–83
84–85

I wish and If only

86–87

Verbs in brackets p.79
Sentence transformations p.83
Modals for speculation
Modal perfects

Expressions to give opinions about a
piece of art

90–91

Classical and pop music
Collocations
Base and strong adjectives
Describing films and TV programmes
Film-making and film genres

Culture

11 Looking good

Verbs in brackets p.87
94–95
96–97
98–99

Exams Revision 5 | Units 9 and 10
Articles
		
Sports and fitness

100–101 Have/get something done
102–103
Exams link People;
Health
12 The hard sell

Exams link Food;
Shopping and
services

Word formation pp.80, 82

88–89

92–93
Exams link

Adjectives to describe a piece of writing
Adjectives to describe feelings
Adjectives and nouns to describe feelings
Synonyms
Feelings; Injuries and ailments
Adjectives to describe character

Verbs in brackets p.101
Sentence transformations p.101
104–105 Verb patterns

Beauty treatments
Adjectives for describing appearance

A school project about
Budapest
Matching p.70
True/False p.75

106–107

Describing food
Adjectives and prepositions
Money

108–109

Shops and shopping

110–111

Dictionary skills: Collocations
Shopping

Verbs in brackets p.105
Sentence transformations p.105
112–113 Exams Revision 6 | Units 11 and 12

Writing

A student practising  
comparing photos
True/False p.64

Interviewing your partner and
reporting the conversation
Speak Out: Comparing photos

Reporting a
conversation

Describing a photo pp.63, 64
Comparing photos p.67

Holiday situations
Air travel
Dialogue: Comparing travel
options
A tour guide’s speech to a
group of tourists
Completing notes p.69
Multiple choice p.74

Talking about extreme sports
Speak Out: Evaluating options

Roleplay pp.70, 72, 73

Writing skills: A
description of a place
A description of a
place p.75

A reader’s letter in a magazine
A story: Eternal love

Multiple choice p.80
A magazine article about a
painting
  

A story
Radio interview with a
psychologist  
Multiple choice p.84

A conversation between young
people talking about modern art
A conversation between young
people talking about opera

Talking about extreme emotions
Speak Out: Relating an
experience
Describing a photo p.85
Talking about a painting
(Speculating, giving evidence)
Talking about modern art
Speak Out: Participating in
conversations

An article about rap musicians

Talking about music

A film review of Alice in
Wonderland

Talking about films

Writing skills: A film
review

Describing a photo pp.88, 89
Presentation p.91

A film review p.93

Matching p.91

True/False/No information p.88
Multiple choice p.88
Matching p.89

An article about beauty
through the ages
An article about unusual fitness
ideas
Reading skills: Distinguishing
fact from opinion
A webpage for a TV programme

Talking about beauty and
appearance

Matching p.98

Culture shocks p.114   Student activities p.120   Word list p.124   Writing bank p.141   Irregular verbs p.144  
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Matching p.60
Matching p.63
A webpage about youth hostels
A webpage about extreme sports
A leaflet about air travel

Speaking
Talking about jobs

Katy’s day at school

Sentence transformations pp.61, 65
68–69
70–71
72–73

Listening

An article about food  
advertising
A page from a web forum
discussing shopaholics

Talking about keeping fit

A conversation about
describing appearance   
Multiple choice p.102

A description of a
person

Talking about food and
cooking
Song: Ka-ching by
Shania Twain
A conversation about
shopping habits
Complaints about shops/
services

A letter of complaint
Multiple choice p.106

Talking about TV programmes
Speak Out: Describing
appearance

Multiple choice p.106
True/False p.108

Giving a presentation
Speak Out: Complaints
Discussing forms of
compensation
Describing a photo pp.106, 111
Presentation p.108
Roleplay p.109

CD 1.1
Pronunciation table inside back cover    
Texts recorded on Class CD    

Writing skills: A letter of  
complaint
A letter of complaint
p.111
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